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Begun in 2004, the Philippine Defense Reform (PDR) Program affected the entire Philippine defense establishment. Its goal was to create more-capable armed forces. To do that, the PDR required the support of senior leaders at all levels of the Department of National Defense (DND) and the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP)—as well as a substantial commitment of people.

This article explains why, from a Philippine perspective, senior leaders within the Philippines defense sector felt reform was needed and how it was implemented. It also describes how the United States Department of Defense (DOD) partnered with the Republic of the Philippines to implement PDR with a particular focus on defense-force planning and budgeting.

Based on observations gleaned from interviews with Philippine officials and the firsthand accounts of the authors, who were involved in the PDR effort from 2004 to 2012, the article highlights several lessons that can be derived from the Philippine experience. Specifically, defense reforms: (1) should never lose sight of improving combat effectiveness; (2) should amplify the self-identity of the organization; (3) have systemic effect on nearly all armed-forces activities; (4) are a concern not only of the armed forces but also civilian policy makers; (5) could be part of wider efforts to improve not only the armed forces but also the whole

*This article is derived from a study by the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA), IDA Paper NS P-8589, Defense Governance and Management Implementing the Philippine Defense Reform Program through the Defense System of Management, October 2017.
defense and national security apparatus; and, (6) should be owned by defense and military leaders at all levels of the organization.

**Introduction**

In September 1991, the 1947 Military Bases Agreement between the United States and the Philippines expired, and US military bases in the Philippines closed. Consequently, revenue drawn from annual rentals of approximately $200 million was no longer available to the AFP. This led to structural deficits in the Philippine defense budget and growing capability gaps. In 1995 the Philippine Congress authorized the AFP to convert some military bases to alternative civilian use to generate funds for capability upgrades and military modernization. Unfortunately, due to an economic recession fueled by the Asian financial crisis of 1997, none of the money authorized for the defense sector was provided through budget appropriation acts. Consequently, the capability of the AFP further deteriorated.

In March 2000, after nine consecutive years of AFP deterioration, Pres. Joseph Estrada opted to wage war in Mindanao against Muslim separatist groups. The increased operating tempo exposed significant gaps in AFP capability. Furthermore, the limited resources for the operating units were centrally managed at the General Headquarters AFP and major services headquarters where corruption was further weakening a force already hollowed out by declining appropriations.

During the same period, civilian leadership never provided the military with prioritized security-policy strategic guidance. The absence led to assorted efforts to address current and emerging security challenges that were difficult to sustain, as priorities were never agreed upon. As a result, internal security threats grew while the capability of the armed forces declined.

The counterinsurgency struggle gave birth to a comprehensive defense reform program. This article examines why and how the Philippine’s DND partnered with the US government (USG) to institute reforms to improve its systems of defense management. Further, the article provides an assessment of what was effective in terms of the USG’s participation and highlights lessons learned that could be applied to similar situations in the future.

**Framing and Implementing Defense Reform**

In October 1999, Philippine Secretary of National Defense (SND) Orlando Mercado requested assistance from US Secretary of Defense William Cohen to upgrade Philippine defense capability. Cohen and Mercado agreed to a four-year joint US-Philippine assessment of the capability of the AFP to perform its es-
sential missions. Completed in September 2003, the Joint Defense Assessment (JDA) had 10 primary recommendations to address 272 deficiencies. Many of the findings rated the capability of the AFP to execute its critical missions as poor \([-\text{ Partial Mission Capable}].\) The negative condition of Philippine military capability was largely attributed to systemic institutional deficiencies.

The following month presidents Gloria Macapagal Arroyo and George W. Bush endorsed the findings of the JDA and issued a joint statement committing to an effort to implement its recommendations. The PDR Program was established, and shortly after, Plans of Action and Milestones (POA&M) were created that served as sail plans for implementing the JDA’s 10 key recommendations.

Not surprisingly, efforts to implement the PDR were met with both active and passive resistance. Those with the power to affect change had vested interests in maintaining the status quo, while those who favored change saw it as a futile effort without leadership support. To achieve reform, the Philippine government had to maintain a balance between forcing change and maintaining critical political support from senior military officers.

Anticipating resistance, President Arroyo created the Office of the Undersecretary of Internal Control on 23 September 2003. Its mandate was to institutionalize reforms in the DND. Subsequent to the president’s actions, SND Avelino Cruz created the PDR Board, which defined workflow and decision-making processes and responsibilities of the DND and the AFP.

Initially, the PDR was funded by the Philippine and US governments. The Philippines deposited $28.5 million to a US Treasury account, while the United States contributed $61 million for the same purpose. From 2007 to 2010, the Congress of the Philippines appropriated an additional 765 million Philippine pesos (PHP) for the PDR. Finally, in 2014, there was another 519 million PHP appropriated.

The PDR spanned through President Arroyo’s term and to the end of Pres. Benigno S. Aquino’s term in June 2016. The program’s key areas of reform were:

1. Implementation of a policy-driven, multiyear defense planning system;
2. Improve operational and training capacity;
3. Improve logistics capacity;
4. Develop effective personnel management systems;
5. Plan, program, and execute a multiyear capability upgrade program for the AFP;
6. Optimize the defense budget and improve management controls;
7. Create a professional acquisition workforce and establish a centrally managed defense acquisition system;
8. Increase the capability of the AFP to conduct civil-military operations; and,
9. Develop accurate baseline data on critical AFP functional areas.\textsuperscript{14}

PDR served as the overall framework to redesign management systems and improve the quality of AFP personnel. The program followed a three-phased implementation plan. Projects in each phase were to build upon the success of the preceding phase. This approach is depicted in figure 1.\textsuperscript{15} The rest of the article focuses on USG assistance to items 1 and 5–7 above.

USG’s Role in PDR

In addition to funding, another aspect of US support was the employment of subject matter experts (SME) to provide technical expertise and advice on specific programs. Initially, the USG deployed military reservists, who acted as SMEs on a rotational basis. Later on, SMEs from Anteon Corporation contracted to work with DND to address the various areas of concern replaced the reservists. Additionally, a team from Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) worked closely with the DND on a consistent, episodic basis. The IDA team was primarily responsible for assisting the DND to establish an integrated system of management and for progress of PDR Priority Programs 1, and 5–7. USG support to the PDR continued until the departure of the last SMEs in 2012.

The rest of this section will focus on USG support to the following components of the PDR program.

A. Multi-Year Capability Planning System (MYCaPS)
B. Major Defense Equipment Acquisition Study
C. Full Cycle of Contemporary Defense System of Management (DSOM)
   a. Defense Strategic Planning System (DSPS)
   b. Defense Capability Assessment and Planning System (DCAPS)
   c. Defense Acquisition System (DAS)
   d. Defense Resource Management System (DRMS)
D. Implementing and Institutionalizing (DSOM)

The DOD refers to support for these components as defense institution building activities.\(^\text{16}\)

**Multi-Year Capability Planning System (MYCaPS)**

Prior to 2003, the AFP’s annual program and budget submissions were developed by the deputy chief of staff for comptrollership on behalf of the chief of staff of the AFP (CSAFP). The program and budget were centrally managed at General Headquarters AFP and major service headquarters. These organizations were the major budget account holders of the AFP.

During budget execution, a certain percentage of the annual appropriations were withheld at headquarters levels to form contingency funds. These centrally managed funds were released at the discretion of military service commanders to support other requirements not foreseen nor specifically included in the regular program budget.

SND Cruz decided to end this practice and issued a directive to institute MYCaPS in August 2004.\(^\text{17}\) MYCaPS was supposed to be the DND’s overarching system to link defense policy and strategy to force planning, budget planning, and budget execution for the development and maintenance of defense capabilities. Another aim of MYCaPS was to reduce centrally managed funds held at headquarters level.

SMEs from IDA worked with the DND Proper staff to develop the MYCaPS resource management subsystem.\(^\text{18}\) This was a medium-term resource-planning process supported by a computer analytical model that related force structure to costs.\(^\text{19}\) The MYCaPS process flow and its program structure are depicted in figures 2 and 3, respectively.
The resource-management framework provided for centralized defense policy and resource planning and allocation. It included resource managers and budget account holders to facilitate resource planning and decision making as shown in table 1. Having the same person serve as resource manager and budget account holder for both the program and the budget account aligned responsibility, au-
authority, and accountability during programming, budgeting, and spend-plan development as well as during program-performance and budget-execution reviews.

Table 1. MYCaPS major programs and resource managers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Programs and Budget Accounts</th>
<th>Resource Managers and Budget Account Holders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Land Forces</td>
<td>1. CG, Philippine Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Air Forces</td>
<td>2. CG, Philippine Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Naval Forces</td>
<td>3. FOIC, Philippine Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Joint C2, Support &amp; Training</td>
<td>4. VCSAFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Central Administration</td>
<td>5. USEC for Defense Affairs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The submission of the CSAFP’s Programming Advice (CSPA) in December 2004 marked the start of the first MYCaPS cycle. Taking into consideration the unified commanders’ operational requirements that were included in the CSPA, the SND issued the first ever Philippine Defense Planning Guidance (DPG). The DPG intended to institutionalize a defense planning system driven by policy and strategy and responsive to the priority capability needs of the AFP. The DPG identified seven defense-sector mission areas for the DND to assess, prioritize, and develop capabilities for. These were:

A. Internal Security;
B. Territorial Defense;
C. Disaster Response;
D. Support to National Development;
E. International Defense and Security Engagements;
F. International Humanitarian Assistance and Peacekeeping Operations; and,
G. Force-level Command and Control, Support, and Training.

The DPG also directed the preparation of a six-year defense program covering 2006–2011. The guidance prioritized readiness of specified units of the AFP to cover shortfalls in fuel and ammunition. The change in how the budget was developed is seen by comparing tables 2 to 3. Table 2 is the old, function-based budget. Table 3 is a program-based budget organized by mission areas.
Table 2. Functional-based 2006 DND Budget

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAMS/PROJECTS/ACTIVITIES</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>MOOE</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. PROGRAMS</td>
<td>731,344</td>
<td>401,829</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1,133,223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. General Admin &amp; Support</td>
<td>3,528,217</td>
<td>1,026,902</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>4,565,119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Support to Operations</td>
<td>31,585,749</td>
<td>9,161,473</td>
<td>35,874</td>
<td>40,783,096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. Operations</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. PROJECTS</td>
<td>35,845,310</td>
<td>10,590,204</td>
<td>45,924</td>
<td>46,481,438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locally-Funded Projects</td>
<td>2,290</td>
<td>23,315</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>26,605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL DND REGULAR BUDGET</td>
<td>35,847,600</td>
<td>10,613,529</td>
<td>45,924</td>
<td>46,507,403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Proposed 2006 DND budget by mission area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MISSION AREAS</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>MOOE</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MA1 – Internal Security Operations</td>
<td>22,386,731</td>
<td>5,495,329</td>
<td>328,514</td>
<td>28,210,574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA2 – Territorial Defense</td>
<td>873,698</td>
<td>244,521</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,118,219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA3 – Disaster Response</td>
<td>175,659</td>
<td>126,585</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>302,254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA4 – Support to National Development</td>
<td>1,653,252</td>
<td>723,893</td>
<td>3,214</td>
<td>2,380,359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA5 – International Defense and Security Engagement</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>104,334</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>104,334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA6 – Humanitarian Assistance and Peacekeeping Operations</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5,823</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5,823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA7 – Force-Level Central Command and Control (C2), Training, and Support</td>
<td>8,847,400</td>
<td>5,348,044</td>
<td>190,036</td>
<td>14,385,480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DND-WIDE TOTAL</td>
<td>33,936,740</td>
<td>12,048,529</td>
<td>521,774</td>
<td>46,507,043</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Major Defense Equipment Acquisition Study

Starting in April 2004, the IDA team studied how current acquisition processes could be streamlined. Major equipment acquisition was a circuitous process that took a long time to complete before a decision was made. This process is depicted in figure 4.
Figure 4. Major equipment acquisition process (2004)

The process was driven from the bottom up and did not consider requirements from a joint operational perspective. Moreover, the lifecycle cost of major equipment acquisitions and other capital outlays (e.g., infrastructure) were not included in the decision analysis. As a solution, the IDA team recommended DND develop an integrated management structure with four mutually supporting systems—strategic planning, capability assessment and planning, acquisition planning, and resource management. This eventually came to be known as the DSOM, which is depicted in figure 5.

Figure 5. Defense System of Management (DSOM) processes
**Full Cycle of Contemporary Defense System of Management (DSOM)**

Acting upon the recommendation of the IDA team, Secretary Cruz issued guidance to implement MYCaPS, Phase II (i.e., DSOM) in November 2006. Two subsequent secretaries—Teodoro and Gazmin—continued support for this effort after SND Cruz left office. Secretary Teodoro issued DSOM II in September 2008 and Secretary Gazmin implemented DSOM III in July 2011.

At the change of each SND, there were two-year-long interregnums in DSOM implementation. These delays were characterized by reorganizations of DND Proper staff under the new SND and institutional resistance to reform efforts hoping to convince each new SND to discontinue DSOM. Figure 6 depicts the implementation schedule.

---

**Figure 6. Evolution of DSOM**

Another issue in 2011 was whether the new president would continue the reform effort. Once President Aquino directed full implementation of DSOM, SND Gazmin issued a revised circular that:

a) Defined four mutually supporting systems and how they are intended to operate (figure 7); and,

b) Established policy and assigned functions and responsibilities for DSOM that conform to the organization and internal operating procedures of the DND Proper.
A key improvement in DSOM III guidance was the definition and goals of different planning horizons. These are shown in figure 8.

**Figure 8. DSOM planning horizons**

**Strategic Planning—DSPS.** DSPS identifies core and peripheral security issues of greatest concern and their implications for defense planning and programming. Presidential national security objectives are the bases for the conduct of assessments undertaken by DPSP.
Developed biennially, DSPS assessments describe challenges and identify broad planning options that could be taken to address them. The assessments are used to direct planning and programming toward highest priority challenges. DSPS products and their relationship to the rest of DSOM are depicted in figure 9.

**Figure 9. DSPS assessments and products**

**Defense Capability Assessment and Planning System (DCAPS).** DCAPS is a force-planning system. It identifies priority capability gaps in the force structure and analyzes potential changes required to close those gaps. The output of DCAPS is DPG.

The first full implementation of DCAPS was in 2011. DCAPS has three major components illustrated by figure 10:

a) **Senior Leader Roundtable Discussions** on AFP capability and resource-planning challenges;

b) **AFP Defense Mission Area Assessments:** These evaluate the adequacy of AFP capabilities already in the Defense Program; and

c) **Capability Planning Proposals:** These define capability gaps in broad operational terms, assess the merits of a range of potential solutions, and propose courses of actions for senior leader consideration and SND decision.
Figure 10. DCAPS process flow

In August 2011, the SND signed a memorandum that contained the findings and conclusions of the assessment teams. Included in the memorandum were instructions on how capability gaps and capabilities of declining relevance should be addressed in the 2013–2018 Defense Program.

The assessment teams developed several proposals to address the identified gaps in the SND’s memo, and after considering the proposals, the SND issued two Capability Planning Decision Memoranda to address the capability shortfalls. Proposals included materiel and nonmateriel approaches. Options requiring materiel solutions were forwarded to the DAS, while those requiring nonmateriel or a combination of both approaches continued to be addressed by the DCAPS process.

Defense Acquisition System (DAS). DAS was designed to evaluate potential options for obtaining major equipment items and for developing fiscally constrained acquisition plans. The DND developed a two-pass assessment technique based on an approach employed by the Australian Department of Defense.

The first pass assesses merits of approaches approved for further study during the DCAPS process and identifies the most-promising approaches. The second pass focuses on the most-promising approaches and identifies a limited set of key performance parameters that addresses operational needs and allows suppliers to submit bids. The outcomes of the DAS are documented in an Acquisition Decision Memorandum. Once an acquisition decision is made, procurement and con-
tracting activities formally begin. These activities follow the government-wide procurement procedures mandated by Philippine law. The DAS process is depicted in figure 11.

**Figure 11. DAS process flow**

**Defense Resource Management System (DRMS).** DRMS has two components—the Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) and the Financial Management System (FMS). These allocate limited resources among competing priorities across the defense sector, and for evaluating results.

The purpose of DRMS is to link policy and planning guidance to spending and performance. To coordinate these efforts, SND issue guidance for all DSOM planning efforts and established the DSOM master planning calendar (figure 12) with specific timelines for PPBS and FMS.33

**Figure 12. DSOM master planning calendar**
PPBS’s purpose is to provide DND resource managers analytic support for program decisions. The defense program is resource constrained, so the decisions are always about where to allocate resources to build capability in one area at the expense of another. PPBS produces a number of products:

a) **Defense Program**: Contains the programs of designated resource managers, showing how they intend to achieve the SND’s objectives and priorities; and

b) **Annual Defense Budget Proposal**: Includes the resource managers’ proposed budgets and spending plans.

FMS operates continuously throughout each year. It is a basis for controlling spending to ensure resources are applied to their intended purposes. FMS conducts quarterly joint SND–CSAFP performance reviews that assesses results achieved and reports money spent by each major program. The FMS produces a broad range of products:

a) **Annual Spending Plans and Budgets**;

b) **Quarterly Program Performance and Budget Execution Reports**: Record how resources were spent and what was achieved; and

c) **Budget Realignment Directives**: Reallocate funds from one purpose to another to ensure priority performance objectives are attained.

During the FY13–18 planning cycle, the SND noted differences between program proposals and DPG objectives. The Program Decision Memorandum (PDM) 2013–2018, issued in May 2012, reiterated SND’s objective to improve the readiness of the AFP operating forces and to merge or deactivate similar-type units with low readiness rates to form more fully capable units.

**Implementing and Institutionalizing DSOM**

In July 2011, Secretary Gazmin issued the *Guidance for Implementing and Institutionalizing the Defense System of Management*. The objective of the implementation plan was to establish and institutionalize a management framework and a set of supporting processes and products that incorporate the president’s directions and ensure those directions are extended down to the lowest units. The intent was to implement, improve, and institutionalize DSOM in three phases (figure 13).
Figure 13. DSOM implementation phases

At the request of the military assistant for DSOM, the IDA team developed a DSOM training simulation for use by the AFP. The simulation is an educational tool to facilitate the implementation and institutionalization of DSOM.

The IDA team provided assistance to the DND Proper staff in the implementation of Phases I and II (as shown in figure 13) until their last visit in November 2012. The SND’s Military Assistant for DSOM coordinated ongoing education and technical assistance throughout the AFP after the end of IDA assistance.35

A result of these process improvements was that funds for the readiness of AFP operating forces increased through the FY16 budget. Further improvement will require the major services to align their programs and budgets with the president’s and the SND’s guidance. Further, the quality of the proposed budget depends on the quality of financial and physical information that resource managers feed into the process. Their ability to translate plans and budgets into well-designed programs and projects is another challenge that cuts across other reform areas, particularly budget execution and performance management. Finally, the most pronounced gap is the weak technical ability of the major services’ staffs to fit the design of their programs to their respective mandates and the medium-term goals of the DND and the security sector.36

Assessment of USG’s Role

The US government’s support of PDR was shaped by senior officials from the Office of the President of the Philippines, the DND Proper, the AFP, the US Embassy in the Philippines, the DOD, US Pacific Command, and the Defense
Security Cooperation Agency (DSCA). While funding sources and specific sponsors are important to USG stakeholders, from the Philippine government’s perspective, it was dealing with the USG as a whole and was not particularly concerned about which specific USG agency the assistance or funding was coming from.

Recognizing the Philippine perspective, the USG established an Executive Steering Committee (ESC) to coordinate and monitor USG assistance for the PDR. However, the ESC did not have jurisdiction on the IDA effort, which was managed by Office of the Secretary of Defense for Program Analysis and Evaluation (OSD PA&E). Figure 14 depicts the PDR management structure.

The ESC was co-chaired by the Undersecretary for PDR and a senior DSCA executive. It coordinated the deployment of US military reservists provided by USPACOM in support of PDR during 2004; monitored execution of funds provided by both countries for PDR as well as Foreign Military Financing credits provided through the Joint US Military Assistance Group–Philippines; and, reviewed the PDR POA&Ms and provided recommendations for implementation to the PDR Board and the SND.
Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) Support

Originally, IDA was to assist DND officials with the design and implementation of a DRMS and a DAS, which were two components of a multiyear Strategic Defense Planning and Execution System\(^3^8\) concept that DND had developed. Initially, these efforts were sponsored by OSD PA&E and funded by the Defense Resource Management Studies program.

In fact, because the implementation of a strategy-driven, multiyear defense planning system was recognized as the first priority reform effort, the USG offered DRMS assistance even before the mechanism for PDR work has been established. The team operated in accordance with broad mission-type orders and guidelines established by the SND, the CSAFP, and the OSD PA&E DRMS program manager from 2004 to 2010. This arrangement enabled the IDA team to tailor and adapt their assistance throughout their period of work and to accommodate changes in the work plan when the SND changed.

A drawback of this ambiguous management setup was confusion in running PDR POA&Ms 1, 6, 7, and 8, which were covered by the IDA team’s work. The PDR Board did not have oversight of IDA assistance, nor did it provide guidance and direction on the execution of these POA&Ms. The situation improved in mid-2011 when the DND Office for Defense Reforms took over responsibility for monitoring all POA&Ms.

For the most part, assistance provided by IDA team was effective because of close coordination between IDA personnel and the SND and his immediate staff.\(^3^9\) Because IDA worked directly under the sponsorship of the SND, the team was accepted by DND staff to include the assistant secretaries of the four core offices central to implementing DSOM.

IDA team members played a behind-the-scenes role in crafting main DSOM documents and their annexes. They recommended the organization of implementing offices from DND Proper, civilian bureaus, and AFP headquarters down to the major services and provided initial training on technical aspects of DSOM. The SND also allowed IDA’s analysts to immerse themselves in the processes of the DND and the AFP and to assist members of these organizations to produce key document and products.\(^4^0\)

Until mid-2011, IDA SMEs would lecture and directly advocate for defense reform to designated action officers, offices, and units throughout the armed forces. In hindsight, this was not very effective—and not only because of obvious differences in language, culture, operational experience, and perspective. IDA’s SMEs were teaching the mechanical or day-to-day activities needed to implement a given process without authority to communicate the rationale, fundamen-
This seemingly minor issue contributed to the slow progress of implementation.

More rapid progress began in mid-2011 when Philippine staff and officials took the lead in explaining processes and implementing DSOM. This demonstrated “ownership” resulted in notable progress in a comparatively short period.

IDA assistance focused on the development and implementation of the DRMS, DCAPS, and DAS components of DSOM. Little attention was given to the improvement of the DSPS process. For this, the DND Proper staff was left on its own. According to former Secretary Teodoro, the Philippines’ strategic planning is mostly reactive to situations on the ground: “We [needed] expertise not only in the DND but also at the Department of Foreign Affairs and the National Security Council, as well.” Additionally, the DND lacked long-term strategic planning capabilities.

**Anteon (General Dynamics) Assistance Effort**

In addition to IDA, Anteon International Corporation provided SMEs in support of the PDR. Anteon organized a team responsible for developing and implementing training, operations, logistics, strategic communications, and other programs of interest to both countries.

Anteon SMEs deployed to Manila in January 2005 and operated in accordance with the directions provided by the Undersecretary for PDR and the PDR Board. Anteon also played a leading role in developing the top-level plans the SND subsequently approved for implementing POA&Ms 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, and 10.

On-site Anteon SMEs periodically briefed the ESC on the status of the PDR programs they were supporting and continued to assist DND Proper and AFP officials implement PDR program initiatives. In 2006, General Dynamics Corporation purchased Anteon and performed the mission at reduced levels through 2012. The most-significant recorded result that came out of the General Dynamics effort was the design of the DAS in collaboration with IDA.

**Lessons Learned and Conclusion**

Though the PDR officially ended in June 2016, a new program, the Philippine Defense Transformation Roadmap (PDTR) 2028 is expected to carry on the institutionalization of the reform measures begun under the PDR. PDTR is a strategic plan to continuously improve the organization and its ability to perform its mission and roles more effectively and efficiently (see figure 15).
Originally, the DND began its reforms because its military was not mission capable and because the AFP was a military with a history of continually changing or expanding roles with capability development and modernization policies always playing catch-up in an undisciplined manner. Through the PDR and its follow-on efforts, the Philippine government has brought more discipline to its defense planning and resource allocation processes. Though the nation is under significant resource constraints compared to the United States or most all NATO countries, the PDR produced an ability to make deliberate decisions about risk and tradeoffs given constraints.

Several lessons can be derived from the PDR. First, defense reforms should never lose sight of their primary focus: improvement in combat effectiveness. In the final analysis, the performance of armed forces will be the measurement of reform efforts.

Second, defense reforms need to amplify the concepts of self-identity of the organization, making it clear to its each and every member the answer to the questions: “Who are we?”, “What is our purpose?”, and “What do we need?” The issue has now assumed a critical dimension considering the expanding role of the military in noncore functions. In this connection, one of the targets of future
reform efforts should be doctrines. Doctrine is significant because it documents the existing operational–tactical proclivities of militaries that may act as barriers to reform, serve as areas for reform, or provide clues to how the military can be agents of reform.

Third, defense reforms are not just improvements of individual components but also are systemic and will affect the whole of armed forces activities. These usually involve changes in doctrine, organization, training, capability development, professional military education, or facility management. Done right, these institutional level processes drive military transformation.

Fourth, defense capability is a concern of the armed forces and civilian policy makers. The latter cannot limit their attention on policy making and leave operational and tactical improvements solely to the military. Civilians have a responsibility to support and oversee the development of armed-forces capability.

Fifth, openness and transparency in dealings with all parties involved in a reform effort is a must.

Sixth, the PDR was supported throughout by a comprehensive strategic communications campaign directed at all levels of the AFP to ensure gains were attributed to the PDR, so service members at all levels believed the PDR was a positive program that would benefit them. A goal of this communication campaign was to create an irreversible trend toward reform that would extend past early stages and into future administrations.

Last, but not the least, is the importance of “ownership” of the reform effort among defense leaders at all levels. Implementing defense reform should not be limited to the senior leaders but should permeate the mid-grade and junior levels. Common ownership also reflects a unity of purpose among members of the organization that adds to the credibility of the reform effort.

As the DND continues with the PDTR, it is hoped that senior defense leaders and civilian policy makers will not lose sight that the success of their efforts will be ultimately tested in the battlespace. The realization of these efforts cannot be achieved by the DND on its own. The department needs support and cooperation from various sectors of society. Their participation will ensure that strategies are responsive to the needs of the Filipino people.
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**Commodore Severino Vicente T. David, AFP, retired**

Commodore David started his naval career as a cadet at the Philippine Military Academy in 1979, completing a bachelor of science degree (cum laude) in 1983. He was awarded the Philippine Navy saber for graduating number one among those cadets joining the Navy. He attended career courses at the Royal Australian Naval College in Jervis Bay, Australia, in 1983 and at the United States Naval War College in Newport, Rhode Island, in 1995. He earned a master of arts in military studies degree (with honors in naval warfare) at the American Military University in Manassas, Virginia, in 2000. He was also a fellow in Advanced Security Cooperation studies at the Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies (APCSS) in Honolulu, Hawaii, in 2010.

In his 36 years of service, Commodore David commanded five ships. Ashore, he distinguished himself in the fields of planning, programming, and budgeting. He served at the staff of the Flag Officer-in-Command, Philippine Navy, holding various resource-management billets. He was the Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations of the Philippine Fleet in 2004. He occupied a senior joint command billet as Deputy Commander, Eastern Mindanao Command in 2012–2013. He served as Deputy Commander, Philippine Fleet in 2014 and then Commander, Naval Forces Northern Luzon from 2014 until his compulsory retirement in 2015.
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